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AR Series Open Arch® Bridge

Introduction

The AR15 and AR30 use a classic tapered arch which remains 
the signature shape of all GCS arch bridges. The AR bridge is 
an open arch design, as it has no cross beams between the 
arches above the bridge deck, and utilizes an actual load bear-
ing suspension. 
 
In the real world, the AR15 would have stood about 60 feet tall 
with a span of 200 N feet (AR30 - 400 N feet). The AR15 uses 
eight support cables (AR30 - 12 cables), each of which would 
be approximately 12 inches in diameter. Each cable would have 
consisted of smaller cables that would have then been connect-
ed to the pre-stressed concrete bridge deck. 
 
Use two or more additional AR15s to span over 45 inches or 
600 N feet or place the larger AR30 between two AR15s, a 60 
inch or 800 N foot span - for a beautifully integrated look. Use 
the AR15 extension pier for more height.

Both modern and retro, we hope the AR will be a key feature on 
your layout. 
 
Note: Deck inset is designed for N scale Atlas Flex or you can 
place Kato N track over the inset area. 
Use any HO track on HO version.
Use any slot car track on SC versions on inset edge.

Assembly Instructions 

What You Will Need
- super glue
- sandpaper 220 
- spray paint 
- mineral oil (optional)
- hot glue (optional)

Prep the Parts 
Inspect the arches and deck, and sand any rough or sharp 
edges.



Connecting the Deck to the Arches 

1. Place one arch on its side with the inside facing up.
2. Using super glue, apply a small amount of glue into the 

inside edges of each of the deck connector holes. Also place 
a small amount of glue just right and left of the holes where 
the deck will come into contact with the arch.

3. Quickly place the deck connectors into the arches associated 
holes and, with even pressure, press the deck down onto 
the arch. Hold this pressure for approximately 15 seconds 
or as long as it takes for the glue you are using to harden.

4. Repeat for the second arch. (For SC versions: Lastly, glue 
lower cross supports onto the bottom of the bridge deck 
sections just below the arch attach points or glue the track 
directly to the deck - see Laying Track).

Note regarding steel wires. 
 
You may leave the wires unpainted but they can tarnish or even 
rust if they are not oiled periodically, depending on the humidity 
level in your area. 
If you wish to paint the steel wires a color different than the 
bridge color; find a small piece of wood, drill 8 (12 for AR30) 
small holes 1/8 inch deep and place each wire into the holes 
and paint. Otherwise, install the wire cables (see below) and 
then paint the entire bridge.

Painting the Bridge
 
There are a few traditional colors that we think look good such 
as: Concrete Gray, Bridge Green, Red Oxide or Lake Blue. Most 
hardware stores carry many colors; whatever color you choose, 
it might be a good idea to avoid gloss colors. Two or three light 
coats are all that is required but be sure to let the paint dry 
between coats. (For SC racing stripes, paint entire bridge then 
mask off sections and paint the darker color last). 
Note: Optional LED kit may be installed before or after paint. 

Connecting the Steel Cables 

1. Place the bridge upside down on a cloth. SC versions, lay 
arches on their sides.

2. Insert one wire through the deck and while holding it, apply 
a small drop of glue to the adjacent hole in the bottom of 
the arch.



Laying Track

Rail Version 

1. If necessary, carefully remove (cut with small wire cutters) 
two or three ties from both ends of the track(s). Save these 
ties as you can place them back between the rails, from 
where they were originally removed - after the bridge is 
installed.

2. With the track upside down, apply a small amount of glue to 
the bottom of the ties every four inches or so. 

3. Then carefully place and center the track onto the deck.

Slot Car Version 

It is possible to glue the deck sections to the track itself in  
order to widen the bridge or to gain added strength. In this 
case, it may not be possible to use the lower cross supports. 
Note: Be sure glue is compatible with the plastic your track is 
made from. 

1. Lay track sections on a flat surface.
2. Glue track segments together. If you are running four lanes, 

glue track sides together as well. Let dry.
3. Place both arches upright so that the deck segments are 

supporting the bridge (using a box or books etc).
4. Now glue the track to the deck top inset area. 

 

Congratulation, your new bridge is ready to go!

3. Push the wire down into the hole and hold for a few mo-
ments. Be sure the wire is not protruding out from the bot-
tom of the deck. If so, you can remove the wire and cut off 
a very small amount of the wire though this should not be 
necessary. 

4. Repeat these steps for the remaining wires. 
5. Now, look down the length of the deck while the bridge is 

still inverted (SC version - on its side) make sure it is level. 
6. If necessary, make adjustments up or down at the center 

of the deck, and place a drop of super glue onto each deck 
wire hole while keeping the deck level. The glue will be 
drawn into the holes. 

7. After 30 seconds or so, turn the bridge right side up to pre-
vent glue from running too far into the holes.


